Green Dorm Checklist

**sleep**
Choose organic cotton, free of harmful chemicals, healthy for you and the planet.
- Mattress Topper (Naturepedic, Earthsake, OMI)
- Pillow (Naturepedic, Earthsake)
- Sheets (Under the Canopy at Bed, Bath & Beyond, West Elm, PB Teen)
- Comforter (Under the Canopy at BBB, Earthsake, The Company Store)
- Blanket (Under the Canopy at BBB, Coyuchi, West Elm, PB Teen)
- Air Purifier (Alen, Austin Air)

**body**
- Shampoo + Conditioner (Acure, Aubrey, Desert Essence, Everyone)
- Toothpaste (Dr. Bronner’s, Desert Essence, Jason Natural)
- Toothbrush (Radius, Preserve)
- Dental Floss (Desert Essence, Radius)
- Skin Care (Juice Beauty, Acure, Aubrey, Desert Essence, Lotus Moon, EO)
- Facial Mask & Scrub (Acure, Aubrey, Juice Beauty)
- Blemish Control (Aubrey, Juice Beauty, Desert Essence)
- Bar Soap (Dr. Bronner’s, Vermont Soap, Acure, Aubrey)
- Shower Gel/Liquid Soap (Dr. Bronner’s, Acure, Everyone)
- Hand & Body Lotion (Acure, Aubrey, Dr. Bronner’s, Desert Essence, Everyone)
- Shave Cream / Gel (Dr. Bronner’s, Aubrey)
- Hand Sanitizer (EO, Dr. Bronner’s)
- Sunscreen (Acure, Aubrey, Badger, Burn Out, Desert Essence, Juice Beauty)
- Lip Balm (Acure, Aubrey, Dr. Bronner’s, Desert Essence)
- Make Up (Juice Beauty, Aubrey, Plain Jane, Jane Iredale, RMS)
- Organic Cotton Fem Care (Natracare)
- Makeup Remover/Wipes (Natracare, Acure, Juice Beauty, Dr. Bronner’s Coconut Oil, Lotus Moon)

**wellness**
- Wellness Supplements (Gaia Herbs)
- Bandages (All Terrain)
- Sanitizing Gel + Wipes (EO, Dr. Bronner’s)
- Bug Repellant (Badger, All Terrain, The Honest Company)
- Sunscreen (Acure, Aubrey, Badger)

**space**
For furnishings, décor and accessories, choose those made with non-toxic materials, purchase second hand, and seek out sustainable.
- Desk Lamp (Ikea, thrift shop)
- Rug (Thrift or consignment shop, PB Teen)
- Closet Organizers (The Container Store, Home Depot, eBay)
- Energy Star Mini Fridge (Haier America)

**study**
Look for school supplies made of reused, recycled, upcycled, post-consumer, FSC certified, or otherwise green materials.
- Backpack / Messenger Bag (Ecogear, Timbuk2, Osprey, Voltaic, REI)
- Notebooks | Sketchbooks | Planners (Ecojot, New Leaf)
- Binder (Naked Binder, ReBinder)
- Copy Paper (New Leaf, EcoPaper)
- Pencils (ForestChoice, O’Fan, TreeSmart)
- Pens (Paper Mate, Pilot “BeGreen”, Zebra)
- Tape (Green Earth Office Supply, Scotch)

**bath**
Support the production of organic cotton grown without any chemical fertilizers or pesticides and not genetically modified.
- Towels (Portico for Bed, Bath & Beyond, PB Teen, West Elm)
- Bath Mat (PB Teen, Earthsake)
- Shower Curtain (PB Teen, West Elm, Coyuchi)
- Shower Sandals (Feelgoodz, Planet Flips, Vos Flip)
- Toilet Paper (World Centric, Seventh Generation, Natural Value)

**clean**
Opt for effective cleaning products made from non-toxic, biodegradable, and renewable resources.
- Laundry Detergent (Seventh Generation, Green Shield Organic)
- Non-Chlorine Bleach (Seventh Generation, Earth Friendly Products)
- Dryer Balls (Woolies, Lochlaw)
- All Purpose Cleaner (Dr. Bronner’s, Green Shield Organic, Seventh Generation)
- Scouring Powder | Scrub (DIY: Baking Soda/Vinegar & Liquid Soap, Bon Ami)
- Glass + Surface Cleaner (DIY: Vinegar, Water & Essential Oil, Green Shield)
- Disinfectant (Seventh Generation, Ecover, Green Shield Organic)
- Wipes (EO, Seventh Generation, Green Shield Organic)
- Trash Bags (Bio Bag, Seventh Generation)
- Reusable Towels (Skoy, Full Circle Home)

**zero waste**
Let’s change the picture, one reusable item at a time!
- Compost Pail (Full Circle Home, Simplehuman)
- Reusable Beverage Container/Coffee Mug (Klean Kanteen)
- Food Containers (Klean Kanteen, To-Go-Ware)
- Utensils (To-Go-Ware, U Konserve)
- Reusable Straws (Simply Straws, U Konserve)
- Reusable Bag (U-Konserve, Flip & Tumble, Ecobags)
- Personal Towel (People Towel)

**tech**
Support tech companies that are embracing eco friendly designs for their products.
- Sound System (House of Marley, Vers)
- Speakers (Muji, Vers, iBamboo)
- Solar Charger (Solio Classic)
- Power Strip (EcoStrip, Small Smart Strip)